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:nt: Sri Nisanta Goswami,
Addl.Sessions Judge(FfC),
Sonitpur, Tezpur.

)ate of the Judgmentl
LO-tt-2022

;ions Case No 140 l20l9l

FIR/ Crime and Police Station

Complainant :

STATE OF ASSAM

OR

Smt. Meera Rani Das, W/o Late
Of Indlra Nagar, PS 

_ 
Tezpur

AddlP.P. Mrs. l. Baruah.REPRESENTED BY

ACCUSED PERSON

1. Sri Ranjan Das, S/o Lt Rup

2. Smti Anamika Das, W/o Sri

Both are Resident of Vill- I

P.S.- Tezpur.

District- Sonitpur.

REPRESENTED BY S.K. Singh, Sr. Advocate.
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Ram Das,

Ranjan Das.

ndira Nagar.

Rup Ram Das,
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Date of Offence t0-06-20t7

Date of FIR. 70-06-2017

Date of Charge-sheet 27-07-20t7

Date of Framing of Charges 24-t0-20t9

Date of commencement of evidence

Date on which judgment is reserved

t7-03-2020

NIL

Date of the Judgment 70-11-2022

Date of the Sentencing Order, if any NIL

o

FORM B

Form C

LrsT oF pRosEcuTroN/ DEFENCE/COURT WITNESSES

Rank of

the

Accused

Name of

Accused

Date of

Arrest

Date of

Release

on Bail

Offences

charged

with

Whether

Acquitted

or

convicted

Sentence

Imposed

Period

of

Detention

undergone

during Trial

for purpose

of Section

438,Cr.P.C.

Business Ranjan
Das

tL-06-77, 07'07-L7,
Section

2941326

l307ot
IPC.

Acquitted NIL 26days

Housewife
Anamika

Das
tt-06-r7, 07-07-t7,

Section
2941326

l307of
IPC.

Acquitted NIL 26days

(
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I

Prosecution

Defence Witnesses. if anv:

C. Court Witnesses, if any:

NATURE OF EVIDENCE

(EYE WITNESS, POLICE WITNESS,

EXPERT WITNESS, MEDICAL WITNESS,

PANCH WITNESS, OTHER WITNtSS)

NIL

LrsT oF PROSECUTTON/ DEFENCE/ COURT EXHTBTTS

A Prosecution:

RANK NAME

NATURE OF EVIDENCE

(EYE WITNESS, POLICE WITNESS,

EXPERT WITNESS, MEDICAL WITNESS,

PANCH WITNESS, OTHER WITNESS)

PW1 Smti Meera Rani Das Com plai na nt/Informa nt

PW2 Smti Mampi Rani Das Other Witness

PW3 Sri Chandan Das Other Witness(victim)

PW4 Lucky Das Other Witness

,&s,
{,T+S-,i J,,'(:-.'.\ (J,;p

,'! \ rrii-ne

tir\.Scl,ir;;,rLn A,ih** NAME

NATURE OF EVIDENCE

(EYE WITNESS, POLICE WITNESS,

EXPERT WITNESS, MEDICAL WITNESS,

PANCH WITNESS, OTHER WITNESS)

. ': 7 
., ..-'- l.t

NIL NIL NIL

RANK

"/ 
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Sr. No Exhibit Number Description

7 P.Ext -UPW-1 Ejahar.

B. Defence:

CouftExhibits

D. MaterialObjects:

Exhibit Number

Sr. No Exhibit Number Description

Nil Nil Nil

':

Sr. No Material Object Number Description

NIL NIL NIL a

/

Oge'
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JUDGMENT

Facts of the case

1. The prosecution's case, in brief, is that on

10-06-20L7 an ejahar was lodged by one Smt. Meera

Rani Das at the Tezpur PS stating therein that on the

same day at about 4.30 pm there occurred

analtercation between her son Chandan Das with

accused Anamika Das on the issue of bathing near

the well, which fell in the share of the accused.

Accused Anamika Das used abusive words towards

Chandan Das. Thereafter, accused Anamika Das

called accused Ranjan Das(the husband of Anamika

Das), who then assaulted Chandan Das and accused

Anamika Das stabbed him with a dagger in his head,

leg and other parts of Chandan Das causing grievous

injury to him. When the informant tried to pacifl7

them, the accused persons also inflicted stab injury in

her left hand.

2. Based on that ejahar, Tezpur PS Case number

ll05l20t7 was registered under section

29413261307134 IPC and police started investigationl

After completion of the investigation, a Charge Sheet

was submitted against the accused Ranjan Das and

Anamika Das under section 29413231307134 of IPC.

Since the offences were exclusively triable by the

Court of sessions; the learned jurisdictional
) 
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Magistrate committed the case to the Court of

sessions.

3. Cognizance of the offence was taken. When the

accused persons appeared before the court, charges

were framed against them under section

29413261307134 of IPC. When the charges were read

over to the accused, they pleaded not guilty and

claimed to be tried. Thus, the case proceeded to the

trial stage.

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION

4. The following points were taken up for

determination in this cose :

(i) Whether on 10-06-2017 at about 4.30 pm at

Indira Nagar under Tezpur pS, Dist.-

Sonitpur, the accused persons, in

furtherance of their common intention,

uttered obscene words to the son of the

informant?

(ii) Whether on the same date and place as

mentioned above, the accused persons, in

furtherance of their common intention,

voluntarily caused grievous hurt to Chandan

Das by means of deadly weapon (dao, lathi,

rod etc)?

" Sessions Case No. 140 of 2019 I)ag,c 6



(iii) Whether on the same date and placq as

mentioned above, in furtherance of their

common intention, the accused persons

attempted to murder the informant's son

Chandan Das?

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF :

5. For the sake of convenience and brevity, all the

points are taken up together for discussion.

6. I have heard the learned Addl. PP for the State

and the learned Sr. Counsel for the accused.

7. The prosecution side has adduced evidence of

four witnesses, including the informant and victim in

this case and after recording their evidence, the

learned Additional PP submitted that the prosecution

evidence may be closed. Accordingly, the evidence

was closed. The accused was examined under section

313 of CRPC. No evidence was adduced by the

defense side.

B. PW1 Smt. Meera Rani Das, who is the

informant, has stated in her evidence that the

incident occurred one evening in the year 2018. At

the time of incident her younger son Chandan went

to take bath near the well, which fell in the share of

the accused. Then accused Anamika Das uttered

Sessions Case No. 140 of 2019 Pagc 7
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abusive words towards Chandan and the informant's

husband. The informant brought back her 'son

Chandan inside the house. Thereafter, her son

Chandan came out of her house and the PW t heard

a commotion. She also came out and saw that

accused Ranjan was holding her son Chandan in front

of the gate of the house of the accused and accused

Anamika was stabbing him with a dao in his head, leg

and stomach. Chandan fell down smeared with blood.

Thereafter her daughter Mampi, who resides nearby

arrived there and informed Bishal (informant's

grandson) about the incident over phone. Later, her

daughter Mampi and grandson Bishal took injured

Chandan to hospital. In respect of this occurrence,

she lodged the ejahar. Ext.1 is the ejahar and Ext.

1(1) is her signature.

9. In her cross examination the PWl has stated

that her husband died about 16 years back and

nearly ten years ogo, her house and land was

partitioned by constructing a wall. Accused Ranjan

lodged a case against her son Chandan alleging that

he had attempted to commit rape on accused

Anamika Das by entering into her room. Chandan

was not married at that time. When she brought back

Chandan from near the well, he was wearing a

Gamocha and the underwear. Accused Ranjan and

Sessions Case No, 140 of 2019
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victim Chandan are her sons and accused Anamika is

her daughter-in-law. Accused Anamika Das also

lodged an ejahar against her son Chandan Das. She

also stated that there was commotion in the outside

on the date of incident but, during that time there

was plaster in her right hand due to fracture and as

such she went out her residence after sometime and

when she went outside, she had not seen any

incident with her own eyes.

10. PW2 Smt. Mampi Rani Das has stated that the

informant is her mother and the accused persons are

her elder brother and sister-in-law and the victim

Chandan Das is her younger brother. The incident

occurred about a year back. At the time of incident,

she was at her matrimonial home which is situated at

a little distance from her parental house and as such

she had not seen the incident personally. She stated

further that one of their villagers, namely, Papu Das

informed her over phone that there was a tussle

between Anamika Das and Chandan Das. After

receiving that information, she went to her paternai

house, but could not meet Chandan Das as he had

already been taken to the hospital.

11. During her cross-examination, PW2 stated that

as she was not present at the time of occurrence,

Page 9



she does not know whether accused Ranjan Das was

available at the PO at that time. Later on, she came

to know that at the time of the incident Ranjan Das

was present at his shop which is 4 kms away from

his residence.

12. Sri Chandan Das (PW2), the victim, has stated

that informant is his mother and the accused persons

are his elder brother and sister-in-law respectively.

The incident took place in the year 20L7 one day at

': " about 2.30-3.00 pm. He had a dispute with his sister-
"., .,.... .:.

t. I i'j
\i\ , ' i,',:paternal property. He stated further that all of a
\r"\ .-,.i..'"_l ' 

-, i .'-' 
:"1.,,1-:'. 

' sudden he fell down on being dashed with bamboo

fencing and then he sustained injury on his head.

Thereafter, his mother lodged an ejahar in respect of

the incident.

13. During cross-examination the victim (PW3)

stated that he was not conversant with the contents

of the ejahar lodged by his mother.

L4. PW4 Lucky Das has stated that the incident

occurred on 10-06-2017. Informant is his

grandmother and accused Ranjan Das and victim

Chandan Das are his maternal uncle. He heard from

one of his neighbour Chandra Mohan Hazarika that

something had happened in the house of his

1 Sessions Case No. 140 of 2019
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maternal uncle and accordingly he went there .but

there was none at that time. He heard that a quarrel

occurred between Chandan Das and Anamika Das

and Chandan Das was taken to the hospital. He

heard that chandan Das sustained injury in his head.

Defence declined to cross-examine the pW4.

15. The evidence of the prosecution witnesses

reveals that the victim of this case Chandan Das (pW

3) has not supported the prosecution case. Although

the informant (PW1) has reiterated the story

narrated by her in her ejahar (Exhibit 1), her

evidence is not corroborated by the other witnesses,

including the alleged victim. The pW 2 and the pW 4

are also not eyewitnesses to this incident. The

evidence of the victim (PW 3) squarely suggests that

he sustained injury accidentally. It appears that the

prosecution has failed to prove their case against the

accused beyond reasonable doubt.

16. In the result, accused Ranjan Das and Anamika

Das are acquitted and set at liberty forthwith . .

L7. Bail bond furnished by the accused persons

shall remain in force for another six months.

j-
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18. Let a copy of this judgment be furnished to the

District Magistrate, Sonitpur, Tezpur in compliance

with the provision laid down u/s.365 CRPC.

19. Judgment is prepared on separate sheets and

with the case record.

20. Given under my hand and the seal of this Court

on this 10th day of November, 2022.

mr$ilt*'
(Nisan'6Goswami)

Addl. Sessions Judge (Ft-C),
Sonitpur ,Tezpur.
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